This 150 page text, plus 3 glossary pages are intended to give the student and professional clear, and very sound information about nuclear medicine. The topic is divided into 11 chapters, starting with basic considerations and ending with nuclear oncology and therapeutic applications in nuclear medicine.
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The author's main endeavour is to make the reader aware that nuclear medicine is an imaging modality that offers poor anatomic information in comparison with computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) yet, on the contrary, it provides valuable and important results regarding physiologic, metabolic and molecular imaging, as well as body functions.
Taking into account that nuclear medicine with its reduced radiation burden, patient comfort, ease of performance, possible examination controls over time and continuous improvements in equipment and radiation tracers, it is strange how it is not, very often, the first diagnostic option offered to patients.
The text is clearly written in primer style, enriched by useful images and a few tables. This concise book will be appreciated by all those who want an introduction to this fascinating field of up-to-date imaging modality and study of body functions.
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